SOLUTION BRIEF

Mediaflex®-UMS
Analytics
TMD specialises in the
development and delivery
of solutions and services to
the global media, broadcast
and archive industries
using the Mediaflex family
of products.
Mediaflex enables
media organisations to
manage both the physical
media and digital file
based content with their
associated workflows.

Background
TMD’s core solutions are based on the Mediaflex-UMS
(Unified Media Services) platform, which provides a cloudnative, service orientated architecture delivering media
aware, software-defined workflows.
Mediaflex-UMS supports the management of both physical
media (i.e. film and tape), and digital content. It enables
organisations to manage the digital supply chain of their
media content, including acquisition, creation, digitisation,
re-purposing, preservation, enrichment, delivery, publishing
and archiving, through TMD’s own UMS modules and from
its extensive list of leading integration partners. All modules
share a common user interface and metadata schema.
Modules provide specific workflow functionality through
configurable tasks that are used within the workflow
designer to build workflows, enabling users to easily search
for, browse, use, re-purpose and catalogue media content in
multiple formats.
Analytics and reporting are a key feature of Mediaflex,
providing understanding of what’s happening in the system
and enabling the user to trend, adjust the business model
and modify workflows in a dynamic way to maximise
business efficiencies.

Analytics
All elements in Mediaflex are tracked. This builds an audit
trail and feeds into UMS Analytics. All of the data collected
can be displayed in a graphical way that helps to track what is
happening in the system and enable decision making.
Within UMS Analytics is a built in report designer along with
a Mediaflex Data Dictionary. All this data can be used to build

and design ever more efficient workflows with the goal of
increasing productivity.

UMS Analytics features:
•

Flexible Report Designer with a personal dashboard
with widgets and real-time analytics including graphing
capabilities.

•

Extensive audit trail of workflow operations and user
interactions.

•

Configurable history of metadata changes.

•

Built-in report designer with Mediaflex Data Dictionary
(MDD).

•

A read-only simplified view of the metaserver data
model.

•

Trigger elastic resource management.

An example of the use of Mediaflex Analytics to
dynamically change workflows to improve productivity
from a cloud perspective:
A client has an on-prem Vantage transcode farm, but
if they get really busy with say, on-demand series
that they need to transcode into multiple formats,
then they will burst the processing out to cloud
transcoders. Mediaflex does that by analysing the jobs
in the queue, see how many are there, and if it gets
to a threshold of 30, then the new transcode jobs will
burst out to cloud transcoders. Then when it gets to
below 10, we stop the burst into the cloud, as that will
reduce the costs.
Analytics is a key part of this business process.
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Some examples of the Analytics dashboard showing the flexible Report Designer
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